We analyze subway arrival times in the New York City subway system. We find regimes where the gaps between trains exhibit both (unitarily invariant) random matrix statistics and Poisson statistics. The departure from random matrix statistics is captured by the value of the Coulomb potential along the subway route. This departure becomes more pronounced as trains make more stops.
The bus system in Cuernavaca, Mexico in the late 1990s has become a canonical physical system that is well-modeled by random matrix theory (RMT) [1] [2] [3] [4] . This bus system has a built-in, yet naturally arising, mechanism to prevent buses from arriving in rapid succession. If a driver arrives at a stop just after another bus on the same route, there will be few fares to collect so the self-employed drivers introduced a scheme, using a cadre of observers along each route, to space themselves apart so as to maximize the number of fares they collect. Without this interaction, and mutual competition, one should expect that bus arrivals would be Poissonian [5] . While the New York City subway (MTA) system has a different, globally controlled, mechanism to space trains to eliminate collisions, much of the MTA system remains under manual control [6] . In this letter, we compare the predictions and results from Cuernavaca, Mexico with the MTA system.
In particular, the authors in [1] noted that if one stood at bus stop in Cuernavaca, Mexico, near the city center, and recorded the set T of times between successive buses then for τ = T / T #{s ∈ τ : s ≤ t} #τ ≈ 
where · represents the sample mean and the function ρ(s) is known as the (β = 2) Wigner surmise (WS) [7] . This is the approximation of Eugene Wigner for the asymptotic (N → ∞) gap distribution for successive eigenvalues in the bulk of an N × N GUE (Gaussian Unitary Ensemble) matrix [8] . This is computed by considering the 2 × 2 case. This approximation of Wigner agrees surprisingly well with the true limiting distribution as N → ∞ [9] . The authors in [1] consider another statistic called the number variance. Fix a time T 0 and consider the time interval, [T 0 , T ], for T 0 ≤ T ≤ T 1 . Let n(T ) be the number of buses (or subway trains) that arrive in this time interval. Once one has made many statistically independent observations of n(T ), the number variance is computed by
This normalization is made so that n(T ) ≈ t. The aysmptotic prediction from RMT is
where γ is the Euler constant [7] . This prediction is verified for the Cuernavaca bus system in [1] . A physicallymotivated model for the bus system was presented in [10] for which (1) and (3) hold.
In this letter, we observe that (1) and (3) hold on a subset of the MTA system. We also find Poisson statistics within the MTA (which are also found in Puebla, Mexico [3] ). For example, the southbound #1 train in northern Manhattan exhibits RMT statistics but the northbound #6 train exhibits Poisson statistics in the middle of its route. We also show that the train gap statistics tend to deviate more from RMT statistics as more stops are made. To quantitatively determine Poisson statistics versus RMT statistics we make the following ansatz for the (normalized to mean one) gap density function for
This is the density for the convex combination of an independent exponential and a WS random variable. A similar ansatz was used in [11] for an analysis of car spacing statistics. Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) statistic we choose u to fit this distribution to the data. A small value of u, combined with a small KS value indicates RMT statistics. A value of u near unity, and a small KS value indicates Poisson statistics. We note that this transition (from RMT to Poisson) is also seen within RMT as the bandwidth of a Hermitian random matrix shrinks [12] . Data collection. Our data is obtained from the MTA Real-Time Data Feeds [13] that allow the user to obtain real-time train arrival times for many stations in the MTA system. Thus, our analysis has an advantage over that in [1] because the statistics of every station in the data feed can be analyzed. The stations can then be classified into those exhibiting RMT statistics, Poisson statistics or neither. Using the latitude and longitude coordinates of each station, which the MTA also provides, we can estimate the arc length of the subway track and analyze spatial distances. This is a component in our Coulombic analysis below.
We analyze the arrival times for the #1 and #6 trains. These trains operate on separate lines. The #1 train runs both northbound and southbound between Manhattan and the Bronx. The #6 train runs both northbound and southbound, also between Manhattan and the Bronx. The stations at which the #1 train stops are labeled with integers between 101 and 142 [14] , increasing from north to south. The same is true of the stations for the #6 train with integers ranging between 601 to 640. Our data set consists of #1 and #6 train arrival times in seconds at all stations obtained on 48 days (39 weekdays) during the summer and fall of 2016. We only consider arrivals that occur between 8am and 6pm on weekdays. For each station we have approximately 3500 arrivals. The MTA system keeps a minimum spacing between trains, unlike the Cuernavaca bus system. To account for this, we subtract 90 seconds from every train gap. This number could be treated as a fitting parameter, but we keep it fixed. This leads to a small number of negative gaps. Then if T is the collection of observed gaps (in seconds) define τ = (T − 90)/ T − 90 to be the normalized train gaps.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Define the KS statistic [15] KS(u, τ ) := sup
For u = 0, the null hypothesis is that the normalized gaps are distributed according the WS and for u = 1, the null hypothesis is that the gaps are exponentially distributed. The KS test supposes that the samples are independent. From our data we obtain successive gaps which contain repeated data from the same train and are clearly not independent. To approximate independence, we only retain every fifth gap and we perform the KS test with approximately 700 samples. We consider the significance levels α = 0.01, 0.05, 0.1 (low, moderate and high significance, resp.). It follows from [16, 17] that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected if (u = 0, 1) #τ KS(u, τ ) < 1.63 when α = 0.01, #τ KS(u, τ ) < 1.36 when α = 0.05, #τ KS(u, τ ) < 1.225 when α = 0.10.
In Fig. 1 Station number South −→ A Kolmogorov-Smirnov fit. The value of u * of u that fits the data best is given by
For every collection of normalized gaps τ this gives an optimal value u * . Recalling that our sample sizes are approximately 700, we find that for u < 0.43 the KS test with moderate significance (comparing with u = 0) is passed. For u > 0.94 we find that the KS test with moderate significance is passed when comparing with u = 1. Stations with u * < 0.43 are considered to exhibit RMTlike statistics and stations with u * > 0.94 are considered to exhibit Poissonian statistics. The values of u * for each station and train is given in Fig. 2 . These results should be compared with Fig. 1 to ensure significance. This presents further evidence that train gaps on the #1 train are RMT-like and those on the #6 train are Poissonian.
We choose station 112 and station 619 to examine in more detail. We display the normalized train gap histogram for both northbound and southbound trains at station 112 in Fig. 3 . It is clear (and indeed highly statistically significant) that the southbound train gaps exhibit RMT statistics. But, in contrast, the northbound train appears to exhibits neither type of statistics. In Fig. 4 , we display the normalized train gap histogram northbound trains at station 619 which exhibits highlysignificant Poisson statistics. Number variance. To compute the number variance (2), we must obtain independent samples of the number of trains that arrive in a given time window. We record the arrivals of southbound #1 trains at stations 116 and 117 between 9:00am and 9:20am on weekdays. Our data limits us to 39 samples of n(T ). We plot the number variance against the theoretical prediction (3) in Fig. 5 . While our agreement is not as good as that in [1] , station 117 has good agreement for small values of t.
The Coulomb potential. The stationary distribution for an appropriately-scaled (β = 2) Dyson Brownian motion is the distribution on the eigenvalues λ 1 < λ 2 < · · · < λ N of a GUE matrix [18] . The Hamiltonian H(λ) := this functional. The first term is referred to as the confining potential. Given the comprehensive information our data set gives us about the MTA system we can plot many train trajectores simultaneously. Each train is represented by a function, λ j ( ), of the distance, , the train has traveled down the track. The value of λ j ( ) is the time at which the train is a distance from its starting location. This is feasible using the latitude and longitude coordinates provided by the MTA for each station.
Each weekday, we monitor 10 successive southbound #1 trains λ j ( ), j = 1, 2, . . . , 10, 0 ≤ ≤ L, starting with the first train (j = 1) that arrives at station 103 after 8am. Each train is tracked until it reaches station 139. For each realization of these 10 trains define
where the sample average · j is taken over j. This is used to estimate the "velocity" of the trains. Define the modified Coulomb potential Here we drop the confining potential. We assume we are viewing the particle system on a microscopic scale and this potential is effectively constant. In Fig. 6 we plot the trajectories of µ j ( ) as a function of to demonstrate that the trains undergo non-intersecting motion. In Fig. 7 we plot the averaged Coulomb potential C(µ( ) , averaging over 29 weekdays [19] . The plot shows that the increase in the Coulomb potential is highly correlated with a larger scaled KS statistic. We can conjecture where the train statistics might be given by RMT based on the value of the Coulomb potential, presenting yet another connection to RMT.
It is worth pointing out in Fig. 7 that stations at a small distance fail the KS test but have a small Coulomb potential. This is largely from the fact that the fluctuations of the gaps are too concentrated about their means to agree with the WS. Conclusion. In summary, we have provided significant statistical evidence that the train gaps in the NYC MTA system exhibit random matrix statistics. In addition, regimes exists where train arrivals are Poissonian. The MTA is a concrete physical system that exhibits both RMT and Poisson statistics. We have also used detailed spatial information to gain increased insight into the train correlations, treating their trajectories as that of a particle system. While we make no conjectures about the physical mechanisms behind the transition from RMT statistics to Poissonian statistics, RMT statistics do appear to be destroyed as the train makes more and more stops. But if one takes RMT statistics for train arrivals to be a hallmark of efficiency, as could be argued from the Cuernavaca, Mexico case study, this type of analysis may prove fruitful as a guide to understand and improve the performance of a subway system.
